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We examine the mechanical, properties of covalent random n;-tworV ••;

with high and low ciean coordination. It is shown that networks with

high mean coordination (amorphous solids) have elastic constants de-

teraiined by the covalent forces whereas networks with low mean coor-

dination (polymeric glasses)have elastic constants determined by the

longer range molecular forces.

These id̂ .is can be made rigorous by considering the number of

continuous decorciations (i.e. zero frequency modes) allowed within

the network. In the transition from one kind of network to another,

rigidity percolates through the system. This leads to a picture in

which polymeric glasses have large floppy or spongy regions with a

few rigid inclusions. On the other hand in nmorphous solids, the

rigid regions have percolated to form a rigid solid with a few floppy

or spongy inclusions.



1. Introduction

In this lecture we will summarize some ideas concerning the

nature of random networks. Although these ideas have not been firn-

ly established either theoretically or ex; c?rinencaHv, there is

strong circumstantial evidence that they are correct, l.'e present

these ideas in this paper. Much of this work has been published pre-

viously [1] although some consents relating to elasticity are new. ..

It is quite reasonable to consider a network consisting of long

polymer chnru:-> vith a few rros- links [2] to be quit./ Jit" fenv.it in

terms of its rigidity froir. a rancor» network describing an amorphous

solid [3] like Si. The former can be deforned easily whereas the

latter >.- ri^id. Ideas sonewhni. nlon;; these liner, have led 1'hillips

[4-6* ' / postulate the notion of "overr.onstrained" and "undercon-

str; I ?J ' glasses. His arguments attempt to relate the onv.opy and

Stri/i it the glass for"in;; temperature T ; with the averaj;c- coordi-

tiatii k1. Khilc we have found his general ideas to be insightful and

pV ically applcalins*» two objection.; must be raised.

The first is that any discussion of entropy and strain at T is

boo .•! to be imprecise as the processes taking place are complex and

pocO.y understood. However the important physical insights of

Phillips can be incorporated into argumentr; that are rij;orov.s if the

following viewpoint is adopted. Given a network structure at sone

reasonably low temperature (£ T. where T. is the Dobvc: temperature

and T < T ) , let us enumerate the number of ways; M in which the

network can be continuously defer:;;. 1 with no cosL in energy. This

is equivalent, to nskiu<; for the number of zero freciuency modes .':>d

is a well posed mathematical problem. In this paper we arpuo. that
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for low mean coordination <r> the network is a polymeric glass in '•
• 't

which the rigid regions are isolated as sketched in fig. 1. As the

mean coordination <r> increases, these rigid regions increase in vol- i*
I

ume until <r> = r when a percolation transition takes place to a *
P i

rigid network or amorphous solid also sketched in fig. 1. Although a
k

this may seem at first sight to be just another simple variant of the |

percolation problem, albeit with a rather unusual quantity (rigidity) £

i
doing the percolating, in fact th« situation is rather more subtle 5
and complex. This is; because the floppy regions contain both rigid >

{

and floppy modes. Indeed the rigidity, associated v;ith finite fre-

quency modes, and the floppiness, associated with zero frequency ;

modes, have many similarities with extended and localized modes i

found in Anderson localization {7]; the finite frequency modes being

extended and the zero frequency modes localized. However, we pref .-r

to focus on the percolation aspects of the problem as it is the per-

colation of rigidity that drives the transition. In the next sec-

tion we develop a mean field theory which leads to the transition

taking place at

r = 2.4 (1)

P

as previously obtained by Dohler et. al. [8].

The second objection is that whilst these ideas lead inevitably

to the concept of floppy and rigid regions and rigidity percolation,

they do not lead inevitably to the formation of molecular clu ::ers

14-6]. What we are saying is that, ideas based on constraints can-

not be used as an agrument to support the existence of molecular

clusters. On the other hand, the existence of such clusters is not

inconsistent with these ideas eithc-:.
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The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section ve

focus attention on the nuabe;. of zero frequency nod̂ is and rederive

the result r = 2.4. We note that this same result can also be de-

rived from a me,m field theory of the cross linking, of polymer chains.

In S3 we argue that this is really a percolation problem. The count-

ing of linearly independent constraints is crucial and not always

easy. In section four v.e set up a simple soluble model, tlv.t con-

tains more some of the features of interest. We show that a third

order phase transition takd_*. pi uii- in this ;r."i]e':.. lit- Lô -.rfnt ov. chc-

related problem of spin wave stiffness and infer the behaviour of the

elastic constants in network:;.

2. Zero frequency modes

Imagine that a particular network, with N atoms has been con-

structed with n atoms having r bonds

£n r = K. (2)
r

Small vibrations about this (equilibrium structure are described by a

V = 1/2 £ . a (úr ) 2+ 1/2 y ii (:V, ) 2 , (3)

where A.r, . is the change in the nearest neighbour bond length be-

tween atoms <ij> and a'i... is the change in the bond angle betwet-.»

two adjacent bunds <ij> and <ik^. The a.., 6... are force constants

whose precise value will not concern us (an iilccrn.it ive form for the

angular part of eq.(3) such a.s that used by Keating [9] would not

affect the argument). These forces art; known to be the r.ost impor-

tant in covalent molecules and solids 110] and all the- cov:;",enLr, a-

part from those at the end of section four assume that the iu-p.;oik

if. described by the potential (3). We seek to calculate- lhe number
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M of vibrational modes with zero frequency. These correspond to

ways in which the network can be continuously deformed at no cost in

energy.

In general the number of modes with zero frequency M is given

o
by the difference between the number of degrees of freedom 3N and the

number of l inearly independent constraints N
C

Mo " 3 N ~ Nc' • ( A )

These, constraints are just the number of eigenvectors of the dynami-

cal matrix forr̂ -J from ,eq.(3) that correspond to ncs-r.ero frequencies.

Put another way N is the rank of the dynamical matrix 111]. The

numb -r of zero frequency uiodes M could be ascertained directly by

diagonalizing the dynamical matrix or by determining its rank. An-
*

other way is to estimate the number of constraints . These are;

(A) one per bond that is associated with the first term in

eq.(3) and

(B) for a 2 coordinated atom there is a single angular constraint

associated with the second term in eq.(3). Adding each additional

bond gives two more constraints because the angles with two existing

bonds must be specified. As we are only concerned with continuous

deformaiions, other discrete possibilities art> ignored. This gives a

total of 2r - 3 linearly independent constr-* its around an atom with

r > 2 bonds [8]. This has previously been overestimate- K»,SJ to be

r(r - 1)1 i which gives 1, 3, 6 for r = 2, 3, A rather than the

Similar a utnents have been used before. In the context of randon
networks thes-- go back to We.;iire and Thorpe 112]; as applied to the
vibrational problem se Weaire and Alben 111] and Sen ami Thorpe £1A]
and particularly Thorpt and Galeener (15] where it was shown that
M - 3H - N. for nearest neighbour central forces only in networks
w?th r •* 2, 3 and 4 where N. is the'number of nearest neighbour bonds.
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correct values 1, 3, 5.

Using the constraints associated with both terns in the potential

(3) we have

M
o

= 3 £ \ " £ \ l r / 2 + <2r - 3)1, (5)
r r

which setting M. * 0 yields

rp = <r> 3 L r n
r / E Rr *

 2'u-r r •
Note that in applying eq. (6), dangling bonds (r = 1) aro excluded.

They take no part in the connectivity of the network and can be pro-

gressively removed until no core exisc. They are relevant in reduc-

ing the average co-ordination of the regaining network (e.^. H in

amorphous Si, see for example ref. 3ó).

For <r> > r , the network is rigid ar.'! we refer to it as an nir.or-

phous solid; whereas for <r> < r , the network is not rigid and can be

macroscopically deforced. This is referred to as a polymeric gins:;.

Because r is not too much proator than 2, it is instructive to re-

examine an isolated polymer chains with 2C a torts where,
3

and n are the number of ends (two/chair.). l\'e can i:nat>ine a (math-

ematical) cross-linking in which 3 and -'» co-ordinated sites are forn-

ed by fusing together pairs of atons as indicated in fig. 2. In order

not to have any free ends, the number of 3 co-ordinated atons u_ = n .

Each tine a 3 co-ordinated atom is :r.r , the total nunber of atô t* is

reduced by one (costing 3 constraints to coalesce the atons) an:! 2 ad-

ditional angular constraints ore required. The situation is similar

when a 4 co-ordinated aton is nade, except that 3 rather than 1 addi-

tional angular constraints are required. It' there are N atom'-, when

this process is complete
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a ~n3 ~ n4» (8)

and

<r> - I4n^ + 3n3 + 2(N - n. - n,)]/N, (9)

and M given in eq.(8) has been reduced to

M* * N + 1.5n, - (3 + 2)n - (3 + 3)n,. (10)
o a i 3 4

At this point it is convenient to introduce the quantity f,

which is the fraction of zero frequency modes in the system

f • M'/3N (11)

and from eqs.(9)~(ll) we find that

f = (12 - 5<r>)/6, (12)

which is shown as the dashed line in fig. 3. The quantity f goes to

zero at <r> * r « 2.4 as before. Of course f cannot be negative and

so vithin this simple mean field scheme we have f » 0 for <r> > r .

This particular way of achieving the final result is somewhat arbi-

trary and other schemes could be used. Using polymer language,

<r> "2.4 implies that 40% of all atoms are cross linked if the cross

linkages are all of the type 3 shown in fig. 2 whereas only 20% are

cross linked if they are all of the type narked 4.

3. Rigidity percolation

The ideas of the previous section argue that covalent networks

can be divided into two classes. Those of type I for which f > o

(polymeric glasses) and those of type II for which f « 0 (ansorphous

solids). It is clear that by definition f cannot be negative. If,

in attempt to count the number of constraints, f should appear to be-

come negative, then the constraints are not all linear 1,- independent

constraints that reduce the number of zero frequency modes.

For a single long polymer chain, there is one bond and one angle
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constraint pc site so that £ *- | for <r> = 2. Hote that dangling

bonds, if they eve existed, are removed by progressive elimination

as mentioned in the previous section. For <r> close to 2, the ini-

tial slope d£/d<r> « - g as <r> + 2 is also given correctly be aean

field theory. However as <r> increases, mean field theory becocie in-

creasingly unreliable as <r> approaches r . This is because, mean
P

field theory overestimates the number of linearly independent con-

straints.

In fig. 3 we show in the solid curve the conjectured behaviour

of f against <r>. As <r> is increase! from 2, the :.mall rigid re-

gions grow in size until they percolate [17] at r . T'M=; quantity f

is not zero at r because small floppy inclusions exist in the perco-

lated rigid region. The whole solid is rigid for <r> > r . The be-

haviour for <r> - r is hard ̂  to conjecture and for this we rely

heavily on the simple soluble model described in section four. This

would suggest that f and its first two derivative» are continuous at
r but the third derivative is discontinuous,
P 3

d f
=• discontinuous at <r> » r . (13)

•d<r>J P

One of the main deficiencies of the simple model in 54 is that

it is completely random, whereas the network situation is much lês»

so especially when chemical ordering is taken into account (i.e. 2

co-ordinated atoms avoiding each other, etc.). It is harder to say

where the tail terminates and f may well be zero for <r> > 3. This

tail is somewhat «kin to a Lifshitz tail [183 depen Ung upon how

random the configurations are above r .

4. A simple soluble model

In order to understand better how the effects that we have been
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discussing occur, consider the following simple model system. Mass

points m are placed at the sites of a (crystalline) lattice and their

•otion is describeJ by the Lagrangian

where z is the displacement from equilibrium of the mass at site i in

a direction orthogonal to the dimensions that define the lattice geom-

etry. .The cum over <ij> is over neare.se neighbour pairs. The quanti-

ties p.. » 1, 0 with probability p, 1 - p so that we have a bond per-

colation problem (17). Note that every site is always occupied by a

mass point. An example would be a square lattice defined in the xy

plane with particle motion in the z direction. Again we ask for the

number of zero frequency modes M . It is easy to see that there is

exactly one such Coldstone mode associated with each isolated cluster

(19-21] so that i

M » N.<Y (p)> + N(l - p) 2, (15)
O D C

where <y (p)> is the average number of distinct connected clusters per

bond for bond percolation, N is the number of bonds and M(l - p) is
b

the number of isolated sites. Therefore we have

£ » z/2 <YC(P)> + (1 - P )
Z (16)

and the problem of finding f is reduced to that of knowing <y (p)> for

this simple model. An identical result to eq.(16) would be obtained

for the fraction of zero frequency spin wave modes in a bond dilute

*
Heisenberg ferromagnet .

In order to link up with our previous notation, we will define

Another interpretation for f is that it is the ratio of the entropy
at zero temperature to that at infiniie temperature for a dilute bond
«pin h Ising model [22]. Each cluster behaves like a spin with two
orientations at foro temperature.
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<r> « «p. (17)

The quantity <Tf (p)* is noc fcnoun analytically for any real lat-

tice although excellent, numerical simulations exist 120] and its over-

all behaviour and critical behaviour is well understood. <Y (p)>

plays the role of a free energy [19-21] for the percolation problem

end so £ defined in eq.(16) also behaves like a free energy analogue

although of course there is no temperature defined in this problem.

In general f and its first two derivatives are continuous at p so

we nay regard the transition at p as being third order [23] (in the

EhrenFest sense) with

3 3
d f/d<r> discontinuous at r . (18)

P

Put another way, a "specific heat" that can be formed from < Y (p)> by

taking two derivatives is continuous, but its derivative is discontinu-

ous. The specific heat has critical exponents [20],

a - a' « - 0.60 ± 0.1 in two dimensions,
(19)

o • B1 » - 0.58 i 0.11 in three dimensions,

which correspond to a cusp.

In order to have an analytic expression for f for this model we

have examined it on a Bethe lattice. Using the formalism of Fisher

and Essam [24] we fird that for p < Pc(i.e. <r> < r )

t - 1 - <r>/2, (20)
where zp " r « z/(z - 1). The form (20) is universal for all z.

c p
For p > p , (i.e. <r> > r ) the result depends on z. For z = 3,

f - [(3 - <r>)/<r>]2 (<r> - l)/2 (21)

and for z • 4,

A ! - 4 + [<r>(16 - 3<r>)]'S ) /2. (22)

These results are shown in fig. 4, where the values of rp are r.arked
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by crosses as a discontinuity in the third derivative is not apparent

to the eye! :

For a real lattice with rings etc. like the square net, it is

possible to count the small clusters and show that for <r> < r

£ - 1 - <r>/2 + (nz/2s)(<r>/z)S + O ^ r ^ " 1 ) , (23)

where the first two terms are universal and the leading corrections

depend on the size of the smallest rings which have s bonds with n of

them through each edge (2 for the square net). For <r> < z, we have

f - [(z - <r>)/<r>]\ (24)

which is obtained by isolating a single site by removing the z bonds

around it. For the square net the value of <y (p)> at the critical

point is known [25] and from eq.(24) leads to f = 0.16 at r . We have
P

used this and the results (23) and (24) to sketch the result for the:

square net shown in fig. 4.

Adding the next bond may either reduce the number of zero fre-

quency modes by 1 or 0. For small <r>, it will almost always be i but

as the density of bonds gets larger it may be 0 if the two sites, as-

sociated with the bond, already belong to a connected cluster. This

means that ;

- h <_ df/d<r> <_ 0, (25)

where the lower value (—4) is attained for small <r> and the slope

gradually goes to 0 as <r> •* z.

The important aspect of this simple model is that there is a

phase transition of the percolation kind [17]; that this phase transi-

tion is third order; and that the behaviour of f with <r> is rather

universal. It is interesting to note that the result for the linear

chain, eq.(20) for <r> <2, is linear all thy wav "{ke the mean field
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result of §2 vrtiereas th<± Bethe l a t t i c e results show more curvature

as 2 increases. The value of f at r l i e s between 0.16 and 0.33 for
P

the two-dimensional networks shown in fig. 4.

It is clear that it would be almost impossible to determine the

high order derivative in f experimentally, even if some method of

measuring f were to be found. However, fortunately there is another

quantity that manifests the phase transition much more directly and

is easy to measure experimentally. The model described in this sec-

tion is isomorphous to the Heisenberg ferromagnet which has a dis-

persion relation for spin wave excitations

w = Ak2 (26)

where w is the frequency, k the wave vector and A is the spin wave

stiffness. The spin wave stiffness is zero for <r> < r as the sys-

tem is made up of finite islands that cannot comi unicnte with each

other. For <r> > r , the spin vave stiffness increases until it ob-

tains its pure system value at <r> := 4.

By analogy we expect similar behaviour tor the elastic constant.;

in the rigidity percolation problem, with the elastic constants being
zero for <r> < r and finite for <r> > r . This has been demonstrated

P P

in computer experiments on a triangular net with bonds removed at

random [26]. The transition takes place at p « •§- which is well be-

fore the lattice falls apart which is at the percolation concentration

p -.0.3473 where p is the fraction of bonds present. Thi-< is be-

cause certain configurations that are effective in carrying current

are ineffective in transmitting rigidity information. Ma expect sim-

ilar effects in 3D random networks.

Of course in reality the elastic constants in the low coordina-
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tion polyraeric glasses will not be zero but will be determined by

the weaker force constants of longer range. These have values typi-

cal of molecular crystals. In the high coordination amorphous solids,

the elastic constants will be higher and determined by the covalent

forces Ii.e., the a and & terms in equation (3)].

5. Conclusions

We have presented a new framework within which to look at the

differences between random networks with high and low mean co-

ordination. The original ideas of Phillips [4-6] focused on the free

energy F = E - TS at the temperature T = T at which the network is

formed. This is an extraordinarily complex quantity involving both

the energy E and the entropy S. We have adopted a different and

simpler viewpoint in this paper. Given a network at some tempera-

ture, we do not worry about how it was formed or what is its energy

or entropy. We ask only if it can be continuously deformed. This

is a well posed mathematical problem.

We have shown that a mean field theory of rigidity percolation

leads to a linear dependence of f on <r> and gives r = 2.4. The

network is divided into two kinds of regions that are designated

rigid and floppy as shown in fig. 1. For <r> < r , we have a poly-

meric glass whereas Tor <r> > r we have an amorphous solid.

We have shown that the key quantity if f, the fraction of zero

frequency modes. This can never be negative and avoids the mathe-

matically undefined notion of an "overconstrained network" [it]. In-

stead the apparent constraints become more and more linearly depend-

ent as r is approached from below. Indeed it is untrue [b] to say

that strain builds up like R (where R is the radius) when hand built
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models are constructed; instead the strain is held within the small

rings ami does not propagate. Thus it is possible for both a poly-

mer with a few cross linVs and a tight random network like amorphous

Si to exist. The discussion then passes to the zero frequency nodes.

Whether or not such infinite random networks do actually e:<i ;t in

nature is beyond the scope of the arguments given in this paper.

We have examined a simple model for which f can be calculated

as a function of <r>. The nodal shows that there is indeed a phase

transition but that it is the third derivative of f that is dis-

continuous. If this result transfers to random networks, it means

that attempts to locate r by numerically diagonalising dynamical

matrices, or by finding their rank, are doomed. It will be necessary

to examine other quantities such as the elastic constants that are

expected to be more singular at r .
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Symposium on Amorphous Materials for a very pleasant week.
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X Polymeric Gloss

J£ Amorphous Solid

Fig. l - The rigid and floppy regions in networks of type I

(polymeric glass) and type II (amorphous sol id) .

Fig.2 - Isolated polymer chains can be cross linked to form

3 and 4 co-ordinated atoms by fusing pairs of atoms

together.
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Fig.3 - The fraction of zero frequency modes f versus mean

co-ordination <r>. Rigidity percolation occurs at r .
) P

The dashad curve Tsr a result of a mean field calcula-

and the solid rurv-i is a ske-:h of the conjmrr >red be-

haviour with the transition taking place at the cross.

0 8

. 0 4

03
Ullicf

Fig.A - The behaviour of f with <r> for the simple model of .

§4. The dashed line is for the linear chain. The

transitions in the solid curves take place at the

crosses. The Bethe lattice results are exact and the

result for the square lattice is estimated (see text).


